IMMIGRATION AND EMMIGRATION
CD-ROM 325 Ger
*German and Swiss Settlers in America, 1700s-1880s*

CD-ROM 325 Pas B
*Passenger and immigration lists: Boston, 1821-1850*

CD-ROM 325 Pas P
*Passenger and immigration lists: Philadelphia, 1800-1850*

MANUFACTURING
676 Wee
Weeks, Lyman Horace
*History of Paper-Manufacturing in the United States, 1690-1916*

QUILTS
Circ 746.46 Fox
Fox, Sandi
*Wrapped in glory: figurative quilts & bedcovers, 1700-1900*

GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL
Circ 910.2 Tra
*Traveler’s atlas*

GENEALOGY HOW TO
Circ 929.1 Chr
Christensen, Penelope
*Let’s get organized! A practical guide for all aspects of family history research...*

929.11 Mil Supp 1
Mills, Elizabeth Shown
*Quicksheet: Citing online historical resources: Evidence! Style*

929.11 Mil Supp 2
Mills, Elizabeth Shown
*Quicksheet: The historical biographer’s guide to cluster research (the FAN Principle)*

929.11 Mil Supp 3
Mills, Elizabeth Shown
*Quicksheet: The Historical biographer’s guide to finding people in databases & indexes*
929.11 Mil Supp 4
Mills, Elizabeth Shown
*Quicksheet: The historical biographer’s guide to individual problem analysis - A strategic plan*

929.11 Mil Supp 5
Mills, Elizabeth Shown
*Quicksheet: the historical biographer’s guide to the research process*

**MAYFLOWER**
929.3 And
Anderson, Robert Charles
*Mayflower migration: immigrants to Plymouth, 1620*

CD-ROM 929.3 May P
*Genealogical records: Pilgrim genealogies and histories, 1600s-1900s*

CD-ROM 929.3 Ros
Roser, Susan E.
*Mayflower vital records: deeds and probates, increasings, marriages, births and deaths*

**SCOTLAND**
941.21 H388 Mac
MacKay, William
*Urquhart and Glenmoriston: olden times in a highland parish*

**IRELAND**
Circ 941.5 A101 Rou
Roulston, William J.
*Researching Presbyterian ancestors in Ireland*

941.62 N120 Mit
Mitchell, Brian
*Top 300 surnames of Derry-Londonderry*

**ENGLAND**
Circ 942 A101 Cox
Cox, Jane
*New to Kew? A first time guide for family historians at the Public Record Office, Kew [England]*
Using manorial records

National index of parish registers, a guide to Anglican, Roman Catholic and Nonconformist Registers before 1837, together with information on marriage licenses, Bishop’s Transcripts and modern copies. Volume 5: South Midlands and Welsh Border, comprising the Counties of Gloucestershire, Herefordshire, Oxfordshire, Shropshire, Warwickshire and Worcestershire

Sons of the Conqueror: descendants of Norman ancestry

Chronicles of the age of chivalry: Plantagenet dynasty from the Magna Charta to the Black Death

England under the Angevin Kings

Philimore atlas and index of Parish registers

Map of Germany divided into its circles [1760]

New map of Germany Divided into its Circles [1805]

VAG Karta Sverige (Road Map of Sweden) [1987]
SWITZERLAND
MAP 949.4 New
New map of Switzerland [1794]

CANADA
MAP 971.327 Map
Map of the County of Lambton, Ontario [1827]

MAP 971.337 Cou
County of Haldimand, Ontario [1879]

WEST INDIES
MAP 972.903 Com
Compleat map of the West Indies [1774]

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
MAP 973 Bri
British Colonies in North America [1777]

CD-ROM 973 G242 Gen
Genealogical records: Midwest pioneers, 1600s-1800s

CD-ROM 973 M177 Mar 1728-1850
Marriage Index: Arkansas, California, Iowa, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, Oregon, Texas, 1728-1850

MAP 973 Uni
United States of America [1820]

UNITED STATES – HISTORY – CIVIL WAR, 1861-1865
MAP 973.7 Bat
Battlefields of the Civil War

MAP 973.7 Civ
Civil War Battlefields, 1861-1865

NEW ENGLAND
974 G242 And D
Anderson, Robert Charles
Great Migration directory: immigrants to New England, 1620-1640, a concise compendium
974 G24 And P
Anderson, Robert Charles
*Puritan pedigrees: the deep roots of the Great Migration to New England*

CD-ROM 974 G242 Fam M
*Family history: Massachusetts and Maine genealogies, 1650s-1930s*

CD-ROM 974 G242 Gen
*Genealogical records: Early New England settlers, 1600s-1800s*

**MAINE**
CD-ROM 974.1 M177 Mar
*Marriage index: Maine, 1743-1891*

**MASSACHUSETTS**
CD-ROM 974.4 G242 Loc
*Local and family histories: Massachusetts, 1620-1930*

CD-ROM 974.4 M343 Mil
*Military records: MA Revolutionary War soldiers and Sailors, 1775-1782*

974.46 B983 One
*One hundred years of the Suffolk Savings Bank for Seamen and others: a history of the origin and growth of the bank with sketches of its officers together with a description of the waterfront of Boston as it was in 1833*

Circ 974.47 H388 Tur
Turner, John G.
*They knew they were pilgrims: Plymouth Colony and the contest for American Liberty*

**CONNECTICUT**
CD-ROM 974.6 G242 Con
*Connecticut family histories #1, 1600’s-1800s*

CD-ROM 974.6 M343 Mil
*Military records: Connecticut officers and soldiers, 1700s-1800s*

**NEW YORK**
CD-ROM 974.7 D218 Vit
*Vital records: New York deaths, 1700s-1900s*

CD-ROM 974.7 G242 Fam
*Family history: early New York families, 1600s-1900s*
CD-ROM 974.721 G242 Fam
*Family history: genealogies of Long Island families, 1600s-1800s*

MAP 974.798 Char
*Charlotte and Olcott New York [1860]*

MAP 974.798 Nia
*Niagara City Map [1860]*

**PENNSYLVANIA**
CD-ROM 974.8 C721 Chu
*Church records: Adams, Berks and Lancaster Counties, Pennsylvania, 1729-1881*

CD-ROM 974.8 E432 Imm
*Immigration records: immigrants to Pennsylvania, 1600s-1800s*

CD-ROM 974.8 L142 Lan
*Land Records: Bucks and Lancaster Counties, Pennsylvania, 1682-1825*

CD-ROM 974.81 B378 Bir
*Birth Index: Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1680-1800*

CD-ROM 974.811 N189 Nat
*Naturalization records: Philadelphia, 1789-1880*

**THE SOUTH**
MAP 975 Bic
*Bicentennial map of Virginia, 1787-1987. [Includes present day Kentucky and West Virginia]*

**MARYLAND**
CD-ROM 975.2 G242 Gen
*Genealogical records: Maryland settlers and soldiers, 1700s-1800s*

**VIRGINIA**
975.5725 O763 Gua
*Guardian bonds, Washington County, Virginia, 1780-1872*

**SOUTH CENTRAL UNITED STATES**
CD-ROM 976 M177 Mar
*Marriage Index: Arkansas, Mississippi, Missouri & Texas, 1766-1981*
TEXAS
CD-ROM 976.4 G242 Gen
*Genealogical records: early Texas settlers, 1700s-1800s*

TENNESSEE
CD-ROM 976.8 M381 Gen
*Genealogical records: early Tennessee settlers, 1700s-1900s*

OHIO
CD-ROM 977.1 H388 Cou
*County and family histories: Ohio, 1780-1970*

CD-ROM 977.1 L142 Lan
*Land and tax records: Ohio, 1787-1840*

CD-ROM 977.1 M177 Mar 1789-1850
*Marriage index: Ohio, 1789-1850*

CD-ROM 977.1 M177 Mar 1851-1900
*Marriage index: Ohio, 1851-1900*

CD-ROM 977.1 V381 Vit
*Vital records: Ohio #2, 1750s-1880s*

OREGON – JACKSON COUNTY
MAP 979.527 Met Jac2
*Metsker’s Jackson County Map [no date]*

979.527 S227 Ody
*Odyssey* [yearbook of Scenic Junior High School, Central Point, Oregon]
1974-1987, 1990

979.527 S227 Ped
*Pedigree* [yearbook of McLoughlin Junior High School, Medford, Oregon]
1963-1967

979.527 S227 Pic 1970
*Picaro, The* [yearbook of Medford Mid-High School]